December 24, 2015
To all my dearest friends from Jon to Trevor, Stephen to Larry, Dave to Stephen, and Bruce to
Caitlyn…oh, and, of course, Mr. Nutz (Deez, you know I can’t forget youz),
Hello! How are you? It’s so typical of me to talk about myself, I’m sorry. . . But Adele lyrics aside,
according to my FitBit, I’m “Kill’nit!” even in the face of this tumultuous, turbulent, truculent
transitioning of the times which glided by like a hoverboard along the crumbling infrastructure of
society. That said, whereas the rest of the world saw a black dress, I saw a gold one!
It was a year of self-realizing who I was. . . and then self-identifying with someone else. This
allowed me to park in handicapped spaces, accept a Tony Award, and step on the GOP debate
stage to spout random stuff off the top of my head. But in the end, I showed up everyday and
worked hard, sometimes 22, 23 hours a day. Such is the price to pay when you’re a part-time
employee for Amazon. Hey, I do my job, even if I don’t believe in it. I mean, who am I, Kim
Davis? BOOM!
[Mic Drop]
I spent much of the early part of the year preparing for…

[Mic Retrieval]
My bad! I realize you can’t hear me without the mic. As I was saying. . . I spent much of the
early part of the year preparing my place for a special visitor as my friend B-Dub told me he was
“tight with Pope Frankie” and could get me a personal meeting. So after dumping the Chipotle in
the toilet, erasing the hashtags from all my Starbucks cups, and hiding the Subway sandwiches
in a box way back in the closet, His Holiness never showed! Turns out Brian didn’t know him at
all; he didn’t even follow him on Periscope! (Way to get my hopes up, Williams!)
As a consolation, I did get to sit down for tea with another representative from the religious
community. You know what they say, the only thing that rectifies our problems is a good chai
with a nun.
Lest not ye think it was a year devoid of hardship, an incident thrust me into controversy. Well,
the kerfuffle began when I purchased a piñata for my nephew’s birthday, stored it at his house,
and upon hoisting it over the ol’ oak branch for him and his friends to whack open, we found far
less candy inside than piñata regulations stipulate.
Don’t you know, this earned me a suspension from my nephew’s next four birthdays, which I
thought was exorbitant considering it was the same penalty given his cousin for licking all the
pretzels and putting them back in the bowl. After some investigation, it became clear his brother
was the culprit as it is common for one sibling to steal candy from the other — The Natural Law
of Relation — in what will forever be known heretofore throughout my family as Relategate.
But that ordeal was nothing compared to the water my proverbial ship (H.M.S. Measles
Outbreak) took on when I penned that seemingly harmless magazine piece suggesting the work
of three guitars in a band wasn’t necessary. I commented that a lead and rhythm guitarist were
plenty. Oh, the heat I took! It was completely unfounded, I believe. I mean, you all know me! I
certainly am no bassist. In fact, I can’t be a bassist. I have a friend who plays the bass. But alas,

I was ordered to attend sensitivity training, mandatory listening to Sly & the Family Stone, and a
meeting with the likes of Sting and Flea.
File Under: It Wasn’t All Bad. I did manage to do quite a fair bit of traveling, mostly to fan festival
destinations as they have become very popular recently. To all you cosplayers, no, I couldn’t
make Comic-Con, but in the span of a summer fortnight, I attended everything from ConnickCon, a celebration of jazz musician/actors from New Orleans, to the wonderful weekend of
events centered around the character of “Frenchy" from the original “Grease” movie that was
Didi Conn-Con, to the Rockettes own fan convention, Cancan-Con, to a week of eating all sorts
of delicious pork products at Bacon-Con (which is not to be confused with the Kevin Bacon
festival named after his role in “Hollow Man,” Sebastian Caine-con), to getting my sweet tooth
on at Bonbon-Con. I even found time this year to participate in a useful four-hour workshop on
decision-making — Pro/Con.
And finally, professionally, I achieved some good fortune. You may have heard that Daniel
Craig’s days as James Bond are coming to a close and for his successor, the production
company sought an actor outside the suave, dapper archetype we’ve grown used to. Well, after
several rounds of auditioning and tense callbacks. . . I was chosen to be the next James
Bond! . . . and then I was told I wasn’t. At first, I was upset with Steve Harvey Casting but
realize it was an honest mistake which they attempted to make up for by promising me a shot at
another role, that of “008,” a spy with a license to sell jewelry at a mall kiosk, for the upcoming
“Moonraker” big screen remake to air on television as a live musical. Fingers crossed!
May the force awaken inside you leaving you refreshed and inspired for a great 2016!
Yours Truly,
Andy Wasif

P.S. If anyone on my list is still having difficulty keeping their e-mail server from getting wiped
clean, I’m happy to send a hard copy of this to you.

